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This special Anton/Bauer® Gold Mount® bracket allows you to use your 
existing Logic Series® batteries to power a smaller, lower voltage 6 / 7.2 volt,
camera.  An internal DC to DC converter brings down the voltage of a 14.4 volt 
battery to 7.2 volts in order to power the camera.  This is automatic.  At the
same time, the 14.4 volts is still applied"to the PowerTap connector of the Gold 
Mount allowing you to power an Ultralight®, Ultralight 2, or any other piece of 
equipment which is powered from a 12 volt DC"source (50 watts maximum). 
 
Simply snap a battery onto the Gold Mount adapter and plug the power cord
into the camera.  Using a DIONIC®, HyTRON

TM
 50 battery will power the 

camera, without a light, for 3 to 8 hours or more.  The small size of these
batteries allows you to carry the battery with the supplied pouch, on your belt,
for comfort and ease. 

Use of unauthorized equipment in conjunction with Anton/Bauer products constitutes misuse under our warranties
and may limit or void those warranties.  Anton/Bauer does not authorize, condone, recommend, or otherwise
assume any liability or responsibility resulting from the use of any battery, charger, or accessory made by
Anton/Bauer manufacture with any battery, charger, or accessory not manufactured, produced or sold by
Anton/Bauer.  Anton/Bauer only authorizes the use of original Anton/Bauer product with this product.  Use only
original Anton/Bauer equipment with this product. 
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